Using deep learning and Google Street View to estimate the demographic makeup of neighborhoods across the United States
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The United States spends more than $250 million each year on the American Community Survey (ACS), a labor-intensive door-to-door study that measures statistics relating to race, gender, education, occupation, unemployment, and other demographic factors. Although a comprehensive source of data, the lag between demographic changes and their appearance in the ACS can exceed several years. As digital imagery becomes ubiquitous and machine vision techniques improve, automated data analysis may become an increasingly practical supplement to the ACS. Here, we present a method that estimates socioeconomic characteristics of regions spanning 200 US cities by using 50 million images of street scenes gathered with Google Street View cars. Using deep learning-based computer vision techniques, we determined the make, model, and year of all motor vehicles encountered in particular neighborhoods. Data from this census of motor vehicles, which enumerated 22 million automobiles in total (8% of all automobiles in the United States), were used to accurately estimate income, race, education, and voting patterns at the zipcode and precinct level. (The average US precinct contains ~1,000 people.) The resulting associations are surprisingly simple and powerful. For instance, if the number of sedans encountered during a drive through a city is higher than the number of pickup trucks, the city is likely to vote for a Democrat during the next presidential election (88% chance); otherwise, it is likely to vote Republican (82%). Our results suggest that automated systems for monitoring demographics may effectively complement labor-intensive approaches, with the potential to measure demographics with fine spatial resolution, in close to real time.
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For thousands of years, rulers and policymakers have surveyed national populations to collect demographic statistics. In the United States, the most detailed such study is the American Community Survey (ACS), which is performed by the US Census Bureau at a cost of $250 million per year (1). Each year, ACS reports demographic results for all cities and counties with a population of 65,000 or more (2). However, due to the labor-intensive data-gathering process, smaller regions are interrogated less frequently, and data for geographical areas with less than 65,000 inhabitants are typically presented with a lag of ~2.5 y. Although the ACS represents a vast improvement over the earlier, decennial census (3), this lag can nonetheless impede effective policymaking. Thus, the development of complementary approaches would be desirable.

In recent years, computational methods have emerged as a promising tool for tackling difficult problems in social science. For instance, Antenucci et al. (4) have predicted unemployment rates from Twitter; Michel et al. (5) have analyzed culture using large quantities of text from books; and Blumenstock et al. (6) used mobile phone metadata to predict poverty rates in Rwanda. These results suggest that socioeconomic studies, too, might be facilitated by computational methods, with the ultimate potential of analyzing demographic trends in great detail, in real time, and at a fraction of the cost.

Recently, Naik et al. (7) used publicly available imagery to quantify people’s subjective perceptions of a neighborhood’s physical appearance. They then showed that changes in these perceptions correlate with changes in socioeconomic variables (8). Our work explores a related theme: whether socioeconomic statistics can be inferred from objective characteristics of images from a neighborhood.

Here, we show that it is possible to determine socioeconomic statistics and political preferences in the US population by combining publicly available data with machine-learning methods. Our procedure, designed to build upon and complement the ACS, uses labor-intensive survey data for a handful of cities to train a model that can create nationwide demographic estimates. This approach allows for estimation of demographic variables with high spatial resolution and reduced lag time.

Specifically, we analyze 50 million images taken by Google Street View cars as they drove through 200 cities, neighborhood-by-neighborhood and street-by-street. In Google Street View images, only the exteriors of houses, landscaping, and vehicles on the street can be observed. Of these objects, vehicles are among the most personalized expressions of American culture: Over 90% of American households own a motor vehicle (9), and their choice of automobile is influenced by disparate demographic factors including household needs, personal preferences, and economic wherewithal (10). (Note that, in principle, other factors such as spacing between houses, number of stories, and extent of shrubbery could also be integrated into such models.) Such street scenes are a natural data type to explore: They already cover...
much of the United States, and the emergence of self-driving cars will bring about a large increase in the frequency with which different locations are sampled.

We demonstrate that, by deploying a machine vision framework based on deep learning—specifically, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)—it is possible to not only recognize vehicles in a complex street scene but also to reliably determine a wide range of vehicle characteristics, including make, model, and year. Whereas many challenging tasks in machine vision (such as photo tagging) are easy for humans, the fine-grained object recognition task we perform here is one that few people could accomplish for even a handful of images. Differences between cars can be imperceptible to an untrained person; for instance, some car models can have subtle changes in tail lights (e.g., 2007 Honda Accord vs. 2008 Honda Accord) or grilles (e.g., 2001 Ford F-150 Supercrew LL vs. 2011 Ford F-150 Supercrew SVT). Nevertheless, our system is able to classify automobiles into one of 2,657 categories, taking 0.2 s per vehicle image to do so. While it classified the automobiles in 50 million images in 2 wk, a human expert, assuming 10 s per image, would take more than 15 y to perform the same task. Using the classified motor vehicles in each neighborhood, we infer a wide range of demographic statistics, socio-economic attributes, and political preferences of its residents.

In the first step of our analysis, we collected 50 million Google Street View images from 3,068 zip codes and 39,286 voting precincts spanning 200 US cities (Fig. 1). Using these images and annotated photos of cars, our object recognition algorithm [a “Deformable Part Model” (DPM) (11)] learned to automatically localize motor vehicles on the street (12) (see Materials and Methods). This model took advantage of a gold-standard dataset we generated by asking humans (both laypeople, recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk, and car experts recruited through Craigslist) to identify cars in Google Street View scenes.

We successfully detected 22 million distinct vehicles, comprising 32% of all of the vehicles in the 200 cities we studied and 8% of all vehicles in the United States. After localizing each vehicle, we deployed CNN (13, 14), the most successful deep learning algorithm to date for object classification, to determine the make, model, body type, and year of each vehicle (Fig. 1). Using our human-annotated gold standard images, we trained the CNN to distinguish between different types of cars. Specifically, we were able to classify each vehicle into one of 2,657 fine-grained categories, which form a nearly exhaustive list of all visually distinct automobiles sold in the United States since 1990 (Fig. 1). For instance, our models accurately identified cars (identifying 95% of such vehicles in the test data), vans (83%), minivans (91%), SUVs (86%), and pickup trucks (82%). See SI Appendix, Fig. S1.

Using the resulting motor vehicle data, we estimate demographic statistics and voter preferences as follows. For each geographical region we examined (city, zip code, or precinct), we count the number of vehicles of each make and model that were identified in images from that region. We also include additional features such as aggregate counts for various vehicle types (trucks, vans, SUVs, etc.), the average price and fuel efficiency, and the overall density of vehicles in the region (see Materials and Methods).

We then partitioned our dataset, by county, into two subsets (Fig. 2). The first is a “training set,” comprising all regions that lie mostly in a county whose name starts with “A,” “B,” or “C” (such as Ada County, Baldwin County, Cabarrus County, etc.). This training set encompasses 35 of the 200 cities, ~15% of the zip codes, and ~12% of the precincts in our data. The second is a “test set,” comprising all regions in counties starting with the letters “D” through “Z” (such as Dakota County, Maricopa County, Yolo County). We used the test set to evaluate the model that resulted from the training process.

Using ACS and presidential election voting data for regions in our training set, we train a logistic regression model to estimate race and education levels and a ridge regression model to estimate income and voter preferences on the basis of the collection of vehicles seen in a region. This simple linear model is sufficient to identify positive and negative associations between

![Fig. 1. We perform a vehicular census of 200 cities in the United States using 50 million Google Street View images. In each image, we detect cars with computer vision algorithms based on DPM and count an estimated 22 million cars. We then use CNN to categorize the detected vehicles into one of 2,657 classes of cars. For each type of car, we have metadata such as the make, model, year, body type, and price of the car in 2012. Images courtesy of Google Maps/Google Earth.](image-url)
the presence of specific vehicles (such as Hondas) and particular demographics (i.e., the percentage of Asians) or voter preferences (i.e., Democrat).

Our model detects strong associations between vehicle distribution and disparate socioeconomic factors. For instance, several studies have shown that people of Asian descent are more likely to drive Asian cars (15), a result we observe here as well:

The two brands that most strongly indicate an Asian neighborhood are Hondas and Toyotas. Cars manufactured by Chrysler, Buick, and Oldsmobile are positively associated with African American neighborhoods, which is again consistent with existing research (16). And vehicles like pickup trucks, Volkswagens, and Aston Martins are indicative of mostly Caucasian neighborhoods. See SI Appendix, Fig. S2.

In some cases, the resulting associations can be easily applied in practice. For example, the vehicular feature that was most strongly associated with Democratic precincts was sedans, whereas Republican precincts were most strongly associated with extended-cab pickup trucks (a truck with rear-seat access). We found that by driving through a city while counting sedans and pickup trucks, it is possible to reliably determine whether the city voted Democratic or Republican: If there are more sedans, it probably voted Democrat (88% chance), and if there are more pickup trucks, it probably voted Republican (82% chance). See Fig. 3A, iii.

As a result, it is possible to apply the associations extracted from our training set to vehicle data from our test set regions to generate estimates of demographic statistics and voter preferences, achieving high spatial resolution in over 160 cities. To be clear, no ACS or voting data for any region in the test set were used to create the estimates for the test set.

To confirm the accuracy of our demographic estimates, we began by comparing them with actual ACS data, city-by-city, across all 165 test set cities. We found a strong correlation between our results and ACS values for every demographic statistic we examined. (The *r* values for the correlations were as follows: median household income, *r* = 0.82; percentage of Asians, *r* = 0.87; percentage of Blacks, *r* = 0.81; percentage of Whites, *r* = 0.77; percentage of people with a graduate degree, *r* = 0.70; percentage of people with a bachelor’s degree, *r* = 0.58; percentage of people with some college degree, *r* = 0.62; percentage of people with less than a high school degree, *r* = 0.54). See SI Appendix, Figs. S3–S5. Taken together, these results show our ability to estimate demographic parameters, as assessed by the ACS, using the automated identification of vehicles in Google Street View data.

Although our city-level estimates serve as a proof-of-principle, zip code-level ACS data provide a much more fine-grained portrait of constituencies. To investigate the accuracy of our methods at zip code resolution, we compared our zip code-by-zip code estimates to those generated by the ACS, confirming a close correspondence between our findings and ACS values. For instance, when we looked closely at the data for Seattle, we found that our estimates of the percentage of people in each zip code who were Caucasian closely matched the values obtained by the ACS (*r* = 0.84, *p* < 2e−7). The results for Asians (*r* = 0.77, *p* = 1e−6) and African Americans (*r* = 0.58, *p* = 7e−4) were similar. Overall, our estimates accurately determined that Seattle, Washington is 69% Caucasian, with African Americans mostly residing in a few Southern zip codes (Fig. 2 i and ii). As another example, we estimated educational background in Milwaukee, Wisconsin zip codes, accurately determining the fraction of the population with less than a high school degree (*r* = 0.70, *p* = 8e−5), with a bachelor’s degree (*r* = 0.83, *p* < 1e−7), and with postgraduate education (*r* = 0.82, *p* < 1e−7). We also accurately determined the overall concentration of highly educated inhabitants near the city’s northeast border (Fig. 2 iv and v). Similarly, our income estimates closely match those of the ACS in Tampa, Florida (*r* = 0.87, *p* < 1e−7). The lowest income zip code, at the southern tip, is readily apparent.
While the ACS does not collect voter preference data, our automated machine-learning procedure can infer such preferences using associations between vehicles and the voters that surround them. To confirm the accuracy of our voter preference estimates, we began by comparing them with the voting results of the 2008 presidential election, city-by-city, across all 165 test set cities. We found a very strong correlation between our estimates and actual voter preferences ($r = 0.74$). Fig. 3 shows actual vs. predicted voter affiliations for various cities in our test set at the precinct level using our full model. Democratic precincts are shown in blue, and Republican precincts are shown in red. Our model correctly classifies Casper, WY as a Republican city and Los Angeles, CA as a Democratic city. We accurately predict that Milwaukee, WI is a Democratic city except for a few Republican precincts in the southern, western, and northeastern borders of the city.

These results illustrate the ability of our machine-learning algorithm to accurately estimate both demographic statistics and voter preferences using a large database of Google Street View images. They also suggest that our demographic estimates are accurate at higher spatial resolutions than those available for yearly ACS data. Using our approach, zip code- or precinct-level survey data collected for a few cities can be used to automatically provide up-to-date demographic information for many American cities.

Thus, we find that the application of fully automated computer vision methods to publicly available street scenes can inexpensively determine social, economic, and political patterns in neighborhoods across America. By collecting surveys for a few cities—the type of data routinely obtained via ACS—and inferring data for other regions using our model, we can quickly determine demographic patterns.

As self-driving cars with onboard cameras become increasingly widespread, the type of data we use—footage of neighborhoods from vehicle-mounted cameras—are likely to become increasingly ubiquitous. For instance, Tesla vehicles currently take as many images as were studied here every single day. It is also important to note that similar data can be obtained, albeit at a slower pace, using low-tech methods: for instance, by walking around a target neighborhood with a camera and a notepad. Thus, street scenes stand in contrast to the massive textual
corpora presently used in many computational social science studies, which can be constrained by privacy and copyright concerns that prevent individual researchers from obtaining the raw data underlying published analyses.

The automated method we present could be substantially improved by expanding our object recognition beyond vehicles (17, 18) and incorporating global image features (7, 19–21). For instance, our experiments show that global image features extracted from CNN can also be used to infer demographics. But this approach requires more data—at least 50% of our dataset—rather than the 12% to 15% we use using our current method (see SI Appendix). The model could also be improved by integrating other types of data, such as satellite images (22), social networks (4), and economic data pertaining to local consumer behavior in particular geographic regions. Nevertheless, there are many characteristics that our methodology—which relies on publicly available data—may not be able to infer (see SI Appendix). For instance, the age of children in a neighborhood can be estimated with moderate accuracy \((r = 0.54)\), while the percentage of farmers in a neighborhood was not successfully inferred using our method \((r = 0.0)\).

Although automated methods could be powerful resources for both researchers and policymakers, their progress will raise important ethical concerns; it is clear that public data should not be used to compromise reasonable privacy expectations of individual citizens, and this will be a central concern moving forward. In the future, such automated methods could lead to estimates that are accurately updated in real time, dramatically improving upon the time resolution of a manual survey.

Materials and Methods

Here, we describe our methodology for data collection, car detection, car classification, and demographic inference. Some of these methods were partially developed in an earlier paper (12), which served as a proof of concept focusing on a limited set of predictions (e.g., per capita carbon emission, Massachusetts Department of Vehicles registration data, income segregation). Our work builds on these methods to show that income, race, education levels, and voting patterns can be predicted from cars in Google Street View images. In the sections below, we discuss our dataset and methodology in more detail.

Dataset. While learning to recognize automobiles, a model needs to be trained with many images of vehicles annotated with category labels. To this end, we used Amazon Mechanical Turk to gather a dataset of labeled car images obtained from edmunds.com, cars.com, and craigslist.org. Our dataset consists of 2,657 visually distinct car categories, covering all makes and models from the United States produced from 1990 onward. We refer to these images as product shot images. We also hired experts to annotate a subset of our Google Street View images. The annotations include a bounding box around each car in the image and the type of car contained in the box. We partition the images into training, validation, and test sets. In addition to our annotated images, we gathered 50 million Google Street View images from 200 cities, sampling GPS points every 25 miles. We captured 6 images per GPS point, corresponding to different camera rotations. Each Street View image has dimensions 860 by 573 pixels and a horizontal field of view of \(\sim 90^\circ\). Since the horizontal field of view is larger than the change in viewpoint between the 6 images per GPS point, the images have some overlapping content. In total, we collected 50,881,098 Google Street View images for our 200 cities. They were primarily acquired between June and December of 2013 with a small fraction (3.1%) obtained in November and December of 2014. See SI Appendix for more detail on the data collection process.

Car Detection. In computer vision, detection is the task of localizing objects within an image and is most commonly framed as predicting the \(x, y, width,\) and height coordinates of an axis-aligned bounding box around an object of interest. The central challenge for our work is designing an object detector that is fast enough to run on 50 million images within a reasonable amount of time and accurate enough to be useful for demographic inference. Our computation resources consisted of 4 T K40 graphics processing units and 200 2.1 GHz central processing unit cores. As we were willing to trade a couple of percentages in accuracy for efficiency (12), we turned to the previous state-of-the-art in object detection, DPMs (11), instead of recent algorithms such as ref. 23.

For DPMs, there are two main parameters that influence the running time and performance, which are the number of components and the number of parts in the model. SI Appendix, Table S3 provides an analysis of the performance/time tradeoff on our data, measured on the validation set. Based on this analysis, using a DPM with a single component and eight parts strikes the right balance between performance and efficiency, allowing us to detect cars on all 50 million images in 2 wk. In contrast, the best performing parameters would have taken 2 months to run and only increased average precision (AP) by 4.5.

As discussed in ref. 12, we also introduce a prior on the location and size of predicted bounding boxes and use it to improve detection accuracy. Incorporating this prior into our detection pipeline improves AP on the validation set by 1.92 at a negligible cost. SI Appendix, Fig. S6B visualizes this prior. The output of our detection system is a set of bounding boxes and scores where each score indicates the likelihood of its associated box containing a car.

We converted these scores into estimated probabilities via isotonic regression \((24)\) (see SI Appendix for details). We report numbers using a detection threshold of \(0.15\) (applied before the location prior). At test time, after applying the location prior (which lowers detection decision values), we use a detection threshold of \(2.3\). This reduces the average number of bounding boxes per image to be classified from 7.9 to 1.5 while only decreasing the AP by 0.6 (66.1 to 65.5) and decreasing the probability mass of all detections in an image from 0.477 to 0.462 (a 3% drop). SI Appendix, Fig. S8 shows examples of car detections using our model. Bounding boxes with cars have high estimated probabilities, whereas the opposite is true for those containing no cars. The AP of our final model is 65.7, and its precision recall curve is visualized in SI Appendix, Fig. S7B. We calculate chance performance using a uniform sample of bounding boxes greater than 50 pixels in width and height.

Car Classification. Our pipeline, described in ref. 12, classifies automobiles into one of 2,657 visually distinct categories with an accuracy of 33.27%. We use a CNN (25) following the architecture of ref. 14 to categorize cars. CNNs, like other supervised machine-learning methods, perform best when trained on data from a similar distribution as the test data (in our case, Street View images). However, the cost of annotating Street View images makes it infeasible to collect enough images to train our CNN only using this source. Thus, we used a combination of Street View and the more plentiful product shot images as training data. We modified the traditional CNN training procedure in a number of ways.

First, taking inspiration from domain adaptation, we approximated the WEIGHTED method of Daumé (26) by duplicating each Street View image 10 times during training. This roughly equalizes the number of training Street View and product shot images, preventing the classifier from overfitting on product shot images.

Product shot and Street View images differ significantly in image resolution: Cars in product shot images occupy many more pixels in the image. To compensate for this difference, we first measured the distribution of bounding box resolution in Street View images. Thus, during training, we dynamically downsized each input image according to this distribution before rescaling it to fit the input dimensions of the CNN. Resolutions are parameterized by the geometric mean of the bounding box width and height, and the probability distribution is given as a histogram over 35 different such resolutions. The largest resolution is 256, which is the input resolution of the CNN (see SI Appendix for additional details).

At test time, we input each detected bounding box into the CNN and obtain softmax probabilities for each car category through a single forward pass. We only keep the top 20 predictions, since storing a full 2,657-dimensional floating point vector for each bounding box is prohibitively expensive in terms of storage. On average, these top 20 predictions account for 85.3% of the softmax layer activations’ probability mass. After extensive code optimization to make this classification step as fast as possible, we are primarily limited by the time spent reading images from disk, especially when using multiple GPUs to perform classification. At the most fine-grained level (2, 657 classes), we achieve a surprisingly high accuracy of 33.27%. We classify the car make and model with 66.38% and 51.83% accuracy, respectively. Whether it was manufactured in or outside of the United States can be determined with 87.71% accuracy.

We show confusion matrices for classifying the make, model, body type, and manufacturing country of the car (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 A–D). Body type misclassifications tend to occur among similar categories. For example, the most frequent misclassification for “coupe” is “sedan,” and the most frequent misclassification for trucks with a regular cab is trucks with an...
extended cab. On the other hand, there are no two makes (such as Honda and Mercedes-Benz) that are more visually similar than others. Thus, when a car’s make is misclassified, it is mostly to a more popular make. Similarly, most errors at the manufacturing country level occur by misclassifying the manufacturing country as either “Japan” or “USA,” the two most popular countries. Due to the large number of classes, the only clear pattern in the model-level confusion matrix is a strong diagonal, indicative of our correct predictions.

Demographic Estimation. In all of our demographic estimations, we use the following set of 88 car-related attributes: the average number of detected cars per image; average car price; miles per gallon (city and highway); percent of total cars that are hybrids; percent of total cars that are electric; percent of total cars that are from each of seven countries; percent of total cars that are foreign (not from the USA); percent of total cars from each of 11 body types; percent of total cars whose year (selected as the minimum of possible year values for the car) fall within each of 5 year ranges (1990–1994, 1995–1999, 2000–2004, 2005–2009, and 2010–2014); and percent of total cars whose make is each of 58 makes in our dataset.

Socioeconomic data were obtained from the ACS (2) and were collected between 2008–2012. See SI Appendix for more detail on ground truth data used in our analysis (e.g., census codes). Data for the 2008 US presidential election were provided to us by the authors of ref. 27 and consist of precinct-level votes for Barack Obama and John McCain. We ignore votes cast for any other person; that is, the count of total votes is determined solely by votes for Obama and McCain.

To perform our experiments, we partitioned the zip codes, precincts, and cities in our dataset into training and test sets as discussed in the main text, training a model on the training set and predicting on the test set. We used a ridge regression model for income and voter affiliation estimation. For race and education, we used logistic regression to use structure inherent in the data. Specifically, for each region, summing the percentage of people with each of the 5 possible educational backgrounds (or each race) should yield 100%. In all cases, we trained 5 models using fivefold cross-validation to select the regularization parameter and averaged the trained models. We normalize the features to have zero mean and unit SD (parameters determined on the training set). We also clip predictions to stay within the range of the training data, preventing our estimates from having extreme values.

The geographical regions of interest are restricted to be ones with a population of at least 500 and at least 50 detected cars.

We compute the probability of voting Democrat/Republican conditioned on being in a city with more pickup trucks than sedans as follows. Let \( r \) be the ratio of pickup trucks to sedans. We would like to estimate \( P(\text{Democrat}(r > 1) \text{ and } \text{Republican}(r < 1)) \).

\[
P(\text{Democrat}(r > 1)) = \frac{P(\text{Democrat}, (r > 1))}{P(r > 1)} \quad [1]
\]

\[
P(\text{Republican}(r < 1)) = \frac{P(\text{Republican}, (r < 1))}{P(r < 1)} \quad [2]
\]

We estimate \( P(\text{Democrat}(r > 1), \text{Republican}(r < 1), P(r > 1), P(r < 1)) \) as follows. Let \( S_j = \{c_j\} \) be the set of cities with more votes for Barack Obama than John McCain. Let \( S_j = \{c_j\} \) be the set of cities with more sedans than pickup trucks. Let \( n_i \) be the number of elements in \( S \) and let \( n_p \) the number of elements in \( S_j \cap S \). Similarly, let \( S_j \cap S \) be the set of cities with more pickup trucks than sedans, \( S_j \) the set of cities with more votes for John McCain than Barack Obama, and \( n_p \) the number of elements in \( S_j \cap S \). Finally, let \( C \) be the number of cities in our test set:

\[
P(\text{Democrat}, (r > 1)) = \frac{n_p \delta}{C} \quad [3]
\]

\[
P(\text{Republican}, (r < 1)) = \frac{n_p \rho}{C} \quad [4]
\]

\[
P(r > 1) \approx \frac{n_j}{C} \quad [5]
\]

\[
P(r < 1) \approx \frac{n_j}{C} \quad [6]
\]

Using these estimates, we calculate \( P(\text{Democrat}(r > 1) \text{ and } \text{Republican}(r < 1)) \) according to Eqs. 1 and 2.
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